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1. Executive summary 
 
The Final Grant Support Scheme of Vietnam - Finland Innovation Partnership Program,            
Phase 2 (IPP) represents the continuation of public funding for IPP supported Ecosystem             
Projects and University Teams that demonstrate the best progress and the best            
prospects for increasing the impact of Entrepreneurship and Innovation (E&I) activities,           
for the long term, in the Vietnamese economy. The IPP Final Grant Support Scheme is               
available to the 10 Ecosystem Projects and the 11 University Teams that were selected              
for IPP Phase 1 support in 2016. Proposals are invited for sustainable , high-impact and              
ecosystem-engaging E&I programs, based on demonstrated progress and        
demonstrable prospects. 
 
The IPP Final Grant Support Scheme will call for proposals for Ecosystem Programs,             
University Programs and Integrated Programs. The call will be launched before the            
expiration of Phase 1 support, by year end 2016. The evaluation procedures include             
administrative eligibility check and evaluation of the proposals that pass the eligibility            
check. The evaluation contains evaluation of the proposal and a simultaneous financial            
and legal check. The evaluation process produces a proposal for support decision to IPP              
Management, who will finalise the proposal for SC for decision-making. 
 
A set of evaluation criteria has been developed to enable the selection of the best               
proposals. The evaluation is based on both qualitative and quantitative methods. The            
evaluation criteria for Ecosystem and University Program proposals include the criteria           
applied in the Phase 1 evaluation of Ecosystem Projects and University Teams,            
respectively, plus additional criteria, including (i) preference for integrated E&I offerings           
and joint proposals by several applicants, and the requirement for (ii) clear mandate and              
operative and financial independence of the project organization, (iii) credibility and           
sustainability of the business model and (iv) soundness of financial and legal affairs of              
project governance. The evaluation criteria for Integrated Program proposals is a           
combination of the evaluation criteria for Ecosystem  and University  Program proposals. 
 
Ecosystem Programs can receive up-to 2,4 billion VND (100.000€), University Programs           
up-to 2,4 billion VND (100.000€) and Integrated Programs up-to 3,6 billion VND            
(150.000€) from IPP in grant funding. All grants are a re-imbursement of generated costs              
to be paid every three months. The grants will cover 70% of accepted project costs. All                
proposals selected for funding will be reviewed by PMU and IPP Management every             
three months, in order to determine, if the support should be continued. If deemed to be                
discontinued, IPP Management will make a notice to the IPP Steering Committee for             
decision-making. 
 
An applicant is allowed to participate in only one Proposal. If an applicant participates in               
more than one proposal, all such proposals will be deemed as ineligible. 
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2. Rationale and objectives 
 
The IPP Final Grant Support Scheme is designed to enable feedback and pivoting, and to               
encourage both ecosystem developers and university E&I champions to learn from each            
other, with the aim to produce sustainable E&I programs with long-lasting,           
ecosystem-wide impact, way beyond IPP’s timeline. 
 
On the realities of ecosystem developers  
 
A wide global understanding prevails on the power of E&I for economic prosperity. Most              
governments support the creation of startups and the Startup Nation 2020 Vision clearly             
communicates Vietnam’s position in this regard. The greatest challenge of the developers            
of any international, national, regional or institutional ecosystem relates to transforming           
fledgling startups into actual investment-ready companies that produce sustainable jobs,          
exports and tax income and thereby enable the increasing of societal well-being.            
Compared to total E&I expenditures for a nation or a region, too few startups ever emerge                
as investment-ready. This is alarming. Real impact is difficult to achieve. 
 
The founders of startups are often subjected to well-meaning, highly subsidized           
education, training, incubation and acceleration programs and services. The providers of           
these programs and services seldom truly vest their business model with the success of              
the startups, however, and typically serve governments, city administrations and          
corporate sponsors -- rather than the startups or their end-users -- as their factual              
customers. IPP has the ambition to enable particularly such ways and forms of E&I              
activities that build on the success of the startups as the core of the business model. 
 
On the realities of university E&I champions  
 
Universities offer education based on research findings. Students are sometimes viewed           
as customers when designing new study programs, particularly at universities where           
students pay a significant annual tuition. If direct tuition revenues are marginal, and             
activities are mainly funded from government budget, a university does not typically view             
anyone as a customer. Commercial thinking is against classic academic tradition. 
 
There is no formal knowledge domain, within university, for the types of E&I activities              
currently being required to be organised. The required content does not fall within any              
research domain. No research domain produces what is required from E&I education. In             
effect, the E&I champions will have to create an entirely new, complex product for              
universities, one that is not supported by university production capacity. They will also             
have to create an entirely new market for universities, one universities are not capable of               
serving: A market comprising entrepreneurs, executives, enterprises and investors. To          
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enable the creation of a new product and a new market, universities will have to               
encourage their E&I champions to create a new independent, entrepreneurial          
organization -- an autonomous revenue and cost center -- “a startup of startups”. 
 
Towards entrepreneurially orchestrated integrated E&I offerings 
 
The ecosystem developers and university E&I champions share colossal challenges. The           
former are to transform fledgling startups into investment-ready companies, the latter are            
to transform students from novices into venture-ready entrepreneurs. Both are extremely           
tough jobs. There is typically lack of clear KPIs and clear lack of success. In result, both                 
have major challenges related to generating sustainable business models.  
 
IPP acknowledges these challenges and strongly supports to co-creation of integrated           
E&I offerings, in which experienced incubator and accelerator facilitators and university           
E&I champions join forces for entrepreneurially orchestrated undertakings based on clear           
mandate, lean governance, KPIs and related incentive schemes and supported by           
revenue, cost and profitability projections. 

2.1. Aiming at sustainable, high-impact, ecosystem-engaging 
proposals demonstrating entrepreneurial orchestration of integrated 
E&I offerings 
IPP Final Grant Support Scheme places special attention to the sustainability of all the              
proposed organisations and activities, the underlying business model and long-term goals           
and commitment of the partners and individual team members. To be sure, this is not IPP                
purchasing a certain set of predefined E&I activities, but IPP providing “free equity for              
sustainable, high-impact, ecosystem-engaging E&I startups”.  
 
IPP Final Grant Support Scheme will be open for proposals in three categories: (1)              
Ecosystem Programs, (2) University Programs and (3) Integrated Programs. Ecosystem          
Program proposals are invited from the 10 IPP supported Ecosystem Projects, University            
Program proposals from the 11 IPP supported University Teams and Integrated Program            
proposals for the two aforementioned groups together. An entrepreneurial, autonomous          
project organization will be required from all proposals alike. Each proposal is to have a               
credible action plan and a unified, highly committed and competent Project Team with a              
full mandate to execute the plan and make changes, if necessary, similarly to a startup               
founder team. 
 
The main objectives of the resourcing grants in IPP Final Grant Support Scheme: 

● Ecosystem Programs: To increase the impact of E&I support to startups,           
corporations, NGOs and public sector entities in Vietnam’s economy. Proposals          
for Ecosystem Projects may be submitted by one or more IPP supported            
Ecosystem Projects. 
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● University Programs: To increase the impact of university E&I activities in           
Vietnam’s economy via (i) introduction of comprehensive, sustainable E&I         
programs comprising, e.g., curricula for innovative course modules or full minoring           
options or certificate study programs, student empowerment activities (such as          
student clubs), corporate internship actions, venture lab programs, challenge         
schemes and startup contests, incubator and accelerator programs, related         
services and support activities, (iii) as shared programs across all the faculties of             
the applicant university and preferably across several universities serving all of the            
simultaneously (iii) by a credible, shared, committed, operatively and financially          
independent project organisation with a dedicated team comprising competent         
TOT2 trained individual trainers. 

● Integrated Programs: To comprehensively increase the impact of E&I activities in           
Vietnam’s economy via smart integration of Ecosystem Programs and University          
Programs by IPP supported Ecosystem Projects and University Teams. 

The awarding of the Resourcing Grants will be based on competitive, transparent and fair              
evaluation process to ensure that the best proposals will be chosen for support. An              
applicant is allowed to participate in only one Proposal. If an applicant participates in              
more than one proposal, all such proposals will be deemed as ineligible. 

2.2. Opportunity for 10 Ecosystem Projects  
The IPP Final Grant Support Scheme is supported by a phased approach. In phase 1, in 
2016, 10 Ecosystem Projects were selected for IPP support based on an open call and 
competitive, transparent evaluation process. The selected projects participated in many 
capacity building workshops, trainings, mentoring sessions and tested their initiatives in 
the ecosystem.  
 
Over time, the 10 Ecosystem Projects have defined their own projects' outputs and 
indicators, which align with IPP's overall goals. In Phase 2, priority is given to projects 
that proved their good performance, credibility and connection in the Phase 1 and the 
joint proposals showing the continuation of the well-set initiatives, the feasible and 
sustainable business model, capable project team and strong commitment in contribution 
to ecosystem development.  
 
The basic requirements for an eligible proposal include the following: 

● Minimum of one IPP Phase 1 supported Ecosystem Project consortium with no 
upper limit to the number of participating organizations; new partners from outside 
IPP Phase 1 support circle can be invited 

● One clearly defined joint-project consortium and project team 
● The proposed project clearly define outputs and indicators, which align with IPP's 

overall goals 
● One consortium agreement with a clearly defined action plan, budget, roles and 

responsibilities of each member in the consortium and project management board 
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with mandate for operation, facilitation and decision making in place before they 
enter into contract with IPP 

● The IPP grantees in the consortium must be Vietnamese legal entity 
 
Maximum levels of grant funding: 

● The IPP grant funding covers up-to 70% of eligible costs 
● Grant range up-to 2,4 billion VND (100.000€) per one Ecosystem Program 

2.3. Opportunity for 11 University Teams 
The IPP Final Grant Support Scheme is supported by a phased approach. In phase 1, in                
2016, 11 Universities E&I Teams were selected for IPP support based on an open call               
and competitive, transparent evaluation process. In phase 1, the selected University E&I            
Teams participate in IPP Training of Trainers 2 (TOT2) program, The Art of Business              
Creation , which started with a two-week Bootcamp in HCMC between 26 July and 5              
August 2016, followed by four thematic Workshops (Creativity, Innovation, Enterprise,          
Ecosystem) during September-December 2016. During phase 1, the University E&I          
Teams gradually design and test high-impact, ecosystem-engaging E&I offerings and          
action plans.  
 
By the end of phase 1, in December 2016, the University E&I Teams will be equipped to                 
apply for phase 2 support: The IPP resourcing grant for sustainable, high-impact,            
ecosystem-engaging E&I programs starting in 2017. In phase 2 applications, priority is            
given to joint proposals by several universities, offerings that credibly engage several            
stakeholders of the E&I ecosystem and project organizations run by competent,           
dedicated entrepreneurial teams with clearly defined mandate and who have full           
operational and  financial autonomy . 
 
The basic requirements for an eligible proposal include the following: 

● Minimum of one IPP supported applicant University Team with no upper limit to 
the number of participating universities; universities from outside IPP Phase 1 
support circle can be invited 

● One clearly defined shared project organization and one unified project team 
● Minimum of 3 individuals per participating university in the project team 
● A clearly appointed project management board with mandate for operational and 

financial autonomy 
● Action plan for a high-impact, ecosystem-engaging university E&I program 
● The proposed program increases university impact in the local E&I ecosystem 
● The IPP grant grantees in the consortium must be Vietnamese legal entities 

 
Minimum and maximum levels of grant funding: 

● The IPP grant funding covers up-to 70% of eligible costs (including also visiting 
lecturer costs when defined in application), underscoring the sustainability 
requirement 

● Grant range up-to 480 million VND (20.000€) for single University Program 
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● Joint University Program grant is up-to 2.4 billion VND (100.000 EUR) per at least 
03 ToT2-selected University joint Program  

2.4. Opportunity to build integrated offerings 
The IPP Final Grant Support Scheme will also be open to joint proposals by one or more                 
Ecosystem Projects and one or more University E&I Teams.  
 
The basic requirements for an eligible proposal include the following: 

● Minimum of one IPP Phase 1 supported Ecosystem Project consortium and one 
IPP Phase 1 supported University Team with no upper limit to the number of 
participating organizations; new partners from outside IPP Phase 1 support circle 
can be invited 

● One clearly defined shared project organization and one unified project team 
● Minimum of 1 individual per each participating Ecosystem Project consortium 

partner organisation and 3 individual from University E&I Team in the integrated 
project team 

● A clearly appointed internal project management board with mandate for 
operational and financial autonomy 

● Action plan for a high-impact, ecosystem-engaging integrated E&I program 
● The proposed E&I actions comprehensively increase the impact of the 

participating organisations in the targeted ecosystem 
● The IPP grantees in the consortium must be Vietnamese legal entities. 

 
Minimum and maximum levels of grant funding: 

● The IPP grant funding covers up-to 70% of eligible costs (including also visiting 
lecturer costs when defined in application), underscoring the sustainability 
requirement 

● Grant range up-to 3.6  billion VND (150.000€) per one Integrated Program 

3. Grant mechanism  

3.1. Introduction 
The IPP Final Grant Support Scheme is restricted to the 10 Ecosystem Projects and the               
11 University Teams selected for IPP support in 2016. Changes to the consortium             
composition of the Ecosystem Projects and the team composition of the University Teams             
are possible, but have to be voiced and require proper grounding by consortium and team               
leaders as well as acceptance by IPP Management. 
 
The grant support levels available for Ecosystem Programs, University Programs and           
Integrated  Programs are presented in the table below. 
 
Table 1: Support Levels for Ecosystem, University and Integrated Programs 
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Nature of 
Sub-projects 

Grant Range 
up-to (VMD) 

Reimbursement 
Ratio up-to (%) 

Implementation 
Period up-to (Mos) 

(1) Ecosystem 
Programs 

2,400,000,000 70% 12 

(2) University  Programs 

Proposals with one 
university applicant 

 
   480,000,000 

70% 12 

Proposals with at 
minimum three 
ToT2 selected 

applicants 

2,400,000,000 70% 12 

(3) Integrated 
Programs 

3,600,000,000 70% 12 
 

 

 

3.2. Eligible costs for reimbursement  
 
IPP Final Grant Support Scheme is non-refundable by nature and it is to cover the below                
listed expenses, categorised into two main items: 

 
1) Human resource costs of the project team including: basic salary, performance           

salary, compulsory insurances, social insurance and unemployment insurance,        
and allowances 

 
NOTE: The government/public budget paid officials who are full-time paid by the            
government for their duties participating in project team are not allowed to receive project              
salary. Any double salary payment from IPP are strictly forbidden 
 

2) Other costs, inclusive of: 
- External consulting service, expertise; 
- Effort for Client acquisition in the early stage of scaling business 
- Marketing and business development related costs; 
- Market studies; R&D for market validation 
- Travel and accommodation; 
- Training related service costs & learning efforts of the project team 
- Cost for organisation of events, participation of trade fairs and other promotion            

related costs; Networking and partnering internationally and nationally; 
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- Recruiting necessary skills & expertise (project team, consultants); 
- Business planning; 
- Planning and seeking of external funding; 
- Studying and registering intellectual property rights (IPRs); 
- Product/service development (in limited scale, excluding material/equipment       

costs) 
 

Only costs incurred during the project implementation period and directly related to the pr
oject will be eligible for reimbursement.  
 
Reimbursement of proven expenses will be made on request after each 2 months or              
above, preferably on every 3-month basis. 
 
All sub-project costs must not exceed unit costs provided in the latest EU cost norm. 
The regulations of Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland shall apply to expenditures             
outside of Vietnam, inclusive of services provided by international experts. 
 
No purchases are allowed to be made among a consortium's project partners. 
 
All the project activities should be specified in project plan and budget plan (what/by              
whom to be done/unit cost) attached to the Grant Contract. Those services incurred out of               
the project plan must be purchased under valid procurement procedures.   

  
All costs exclusive of those mentioned are ineligible for reimbursement, e.g. overhead            
costs (such as office renting, infrastructure, purchasing fixed assets and equipment,           
administration etc.), reception costs, entertainment costs (team building, holiday, food &           
beverage, etc.)  
 

3.3. Other support 
In addition to the grant money, IPP will provide soft support in the forms of mentoring by                 
experienced mentors and networking opportunities through events, online services and          
the IPP network of professionals. 

4. Timeline for the implementation of the IPP Final Grant 
Support Scheme  
IPP will organize pre-call capacity building meetings/events to help applicants to define            
their plans and to prepare their applications. The preliminary timeline of the grant call              
activities is the following: 

 
● 24.10-31.10.2016: Preparing the Ecosystem Projects and University Teams about 

financial and legal issues related to the forthcoming grant call 
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● 01.11.2016: Publication of the Grant Call 
o PMU will communicate with the potential applicants only by answering the 

questions online (grant call questions and answers page in IPP website) in 
addition to answering directly  

● 20.12.2016: Close the call. Deadline for the submission of all proposals. 
● 20.1.2017: Evaluation deadline for all proposals. 

o Mgmt proposal for SC and SC’s decisions by 28 February 2017 
● February-March 2017: contract negotiations  
● Approved expenditures are eligible for grant reimbursement from 1 February 2017 
● Every three-months: Quarterly checkpoint with a review by PMU and IPP 

Management. 

5. Evaluation process and criteria 
The evaluation process of all funding applications is based on the project proposal,             
interview of the applicant team, progress and performance during the implementation of            
1st Phase of IPP support, and financial and legal check. IPP will follow both quantitative               
and qualitative evaluation approach based on proven evidence. 

5.1. Evaluation teams  
IPP Management Meeting will nominate an evaluation team for each proposal based on             
the needed expertise and experience. The members to the evaluation teams will be             
composed of the key stakeholders of IPP as well as IPP’s national and international              
expert networks. The role of PMU is to support evaluation as needed. 

Independent external evaluation experts with deep understanding, experience and         
expertise of E&I ecosystem development and the realities referred to above, which have             
been approved before the evaluation takes place by the Donor (international) and MOST             
(local) will be the lead evaluators for proposals assigned to them.  

The representatives of evaluation teams will compare the evaluation results in two            
comparison meetings. The evaluation teams will submit their funding decision proposals           
for the Management of IPP, including the proposals for maximum funding amounts.            
Thereafter, the Management of IPP will submit their recommendation to the SC for             
decision making. PMU and IPP Management will make a contract with the owners of              
subproject that are selected for the IPP support by the SC.  

PMU will develop Terms of References to recruit external short term international and             
local experts to formulate the evaluation team with international experience and           
knowledge in business development, market opportunities and technical knowledge in          
needed specific areas.  

5.2. Evaluation and decision making process overview 
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The major steps in the evaluation and decision making process are: 
 
Step 1: Administrative and Eligibility Check 

1. PMU makes an assessment of the eligibility of the proposals and proposes to IPP              
Management which proposals should move forward to full evaluation. 

2. IPP Management decides which proposals move forward to full evaluation and           
who will be the lead evaluator and evaluation team members for each proposal. 

 
Step 2: Evaluation 
The evaluation includes parallel evaluation of proposal and checking the financial and            
legal issues: 
 

1. Evaluation of Proposal 
a. The nominated evaluation teams will evaluate the eligible proposals based          

on the evaluation criteria. 
2. Financial and Legal Check 

a. The nominated evaluation teams will conduct the checking of financial and           
legal details to conclude if the project plan is financially feasible and if the              
project and its owners have any potential legal issues to affect IPP’s            
decision.  

 
Step 3: Decision Making 
The results of the evaluation work are presented to IPP Management that can add their               
views into the results before presenting the decision proposals to SC:  

1. IPP Management reviews the evaluation results and make their decision          
proposals to SC.  

2. SC will review the decision proposals and make the final decisions about the             
support to each proposal. 

 
Step 4: Contracting 
PMU negotiates support contacts with each selected sub-project for signing between the            
owner and consortium partners of each sub-project and IPP Management. 

5.3. The evaluation process steps 
The evaluation of the proposals follows the steps listed below. 

Step 1: Administrative and Eligibility Check 

1. IPP receives and records the proposals and internal documentation related to the            
proposals 

2. PMU performs an administrative eligibility check asking clarifications when         
needed. Eligibility and minimum requirements check is based on IPP eligibility           
criteria to screen applicants that include:  

a. The proposal was submitted in due time 
b. The proposal was submitted with the required IPP forms and templates 
c. The forms are properly filled in, stamped and signed 
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d. All information in proposal and appendixes are in English 
e. Requested additional documents are attached to the proposal 
f. The project is continuation to success achieved under IPP Phase 1           

support,  in 2016 
g. The proposal has clearly communicated KPIs and long-term sustainability         

plan  
 
Step 2: Evaluation 
 
IPP Management nominates evaluation teams for each of the eligible proposals. The            
decision will be recorded in Minutes of the IPP Management Meeting. 
 

h. The nominated evaluation teams will do the following: 
1. evaluate the proposals the first time 

i. external evaluators will have in-depth discussion with the representatives         
of each proposal 

a. review the proposal and its annexes  
i. The evaluators will send to the applicant a request of additional           

information and documents that are possibly needed for conducting         
the evaluation 

b. review the document and reports provided by PMU, including the following,           
where relevant: 

i. Sub-project ‘s quarterly progress reports 
ii. Sub-project Management Interim Report (prepared by IPP       

1

sub-project case managers) 
iii. Final Report  by IPP International Advisory Board (IAB) 

2

iv. IPP Phase 1 2016 support project evaluation report  
c. external evaluators will be ask fact based details from applicants, IPP case            

managers and other evaluation team members if needed  
2. pre-rank the applications in the first priority ranking meeting 

a. identify any open questions that need answers 
3. make a second evaluation round  

a. the external evaluators discuss, if needed, with representatives of each          
proposal and IPP representatives to find facts to support the evaluation           
work 

b. update the evaluation summaries and take potential additional answers         
into account  

4. rank the applications according to the results of evaluation work in the second             
priority ranking meeting 

5. submit the final evaluation results to the IPP Management Meeting  
 
Step 3. Decision Making 

1 This report contains information collected from case notes and quarterly progress reports. Facts 
and opinion based information is clearly separated. 
2 This report is prepared by IAB members. Facts and opinion based information is clearly separated. 
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A full evaluation report and ranking table filled by the evaluators will be submitted to the                
IPP Management. IPP Management may return the evaluation results into revised           
evaluation if it disagrees with the results. IPP Management may add additional conditions             
to the positive support decision proposals. 
 
IPP Management submits its recommendation for SC for final decision making. SC            
makes decisions about which projects receive funding and how much. SC may return the              
evaluation results into revised evaluation if it disagrees with the results. SC may add              
additional conditions to the positive support decision proposals. 
 
The detailed Evaluation Criteria is presented in the following sections.  
 
Step 4. Contracting 
 
PMU and IPP Management will negotiate with the owners of each SC approved             
sub-project. Finally, IPP Management will sign Project Contracts with the owners of each             
SC approved sub-project. 

5.4. Evaluation Criteria 
A set of evaluation criteria is used by evaluators to assess the information obtained from               
the written proposals, interviews of the applicant teams, progress and performance           
reports from the implementation of IPP Phase 1 project, and financial and legal check. 
 
Evaluation criteria, as well as questions and instructional comments, follow the structure 
of the project proposal form as described below. 

5.4.1. Evaluation of the Proposals 
5.4.1.1 Evaluation criteria for Ecosystem Programs 
 
2016 Performance  

● Project's outputs achievement in the last 8 months  
● Compliance with IPP's guideline and procedure and participation in IPP's activities 
● Connection and contribution to community and ecosystem regionally and nationally 

 
Project Team  
 

- Proven commitment during Phase 1 
- Practical experience, educational background, knowledge base and expertise, 

synergies of the background 
- Mandate and independence of the team 
- Team composition 
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Collaboration: Who are the main alliance and partners outside of the consortium? How             
does the project team plan to expand the network of partners during the subproject?  

● The applicants have identified a good number of new collaborators in regional,            
national and international level for the project (i.e is there any MEMO, MOU,             
Contract agreement to be signed in the last 8 months?) 

● Synergies of partners  
 

Market Need: Is there a demonstrated, clearly defined market need in the region for the               
solution/approach developed in the sub-project?  

● Feedback from the client about the solution of services 
● The need is important for sustaining the proposed initiatives  
● Define/forecast market size 

 
Solutions (products/services): What is the product system or the solution of           
services/approach/entity/program that is the target of this sub-project? How will the           
sub-project build regional, national and international capabilities and collaboration to          
enable the innovation and enable growth business? 

● Describe the services and activity the Applicant provide 
● The applicant have defined how they will boost regional, national and international            

capabilities and collaboration. 
● The solution of services meet the needs of the targets and fill the gaps of the               

innovation and entrepreneurship system in the region 
 
Benefits, revenue model and sustainability: Is it going to be a sustainable model with 
measurable impact to the innovation system in the region?  

● What will happen after this project? Are consortium members committed to           
continue with their financial resources later on? 

● Projections of revenues, costs and profitability (sustainability); only the securing of           
revenues in excess of costs will enable sustainability on the long term 

 
Competition: What other solutions of services/approaches will compete with the one           
developed in the subproject? How will it stand out from the competitors?  

● The applicants have identified direct and indirect competition. 
● The applicants have identified competitive advantages of the planned approach. 
● The applicants have defined how to differentiate from the competition. 
● Define/forecast market share 

 
Action plan / project implementation plan   

● The applicants have a detailed project plan for the subproject 
● The subproject plan has SMART outputs 
● The subproject plan clearly defines the roles & responsibilities of each member 

in implementation  
 
Financial status: Do they have sufficient financial capital from their own sources, donors, 
investors or any other sources? 
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● Cash Flow Plan in the next 12 months to show that financial capability is sufficient 
for business operation and implementation of the project.  

 
Project budget: Is the budget feasible and directing efforts to right things?  

● Budget is well defined 
● Each applicant has enough financial capacity, together with other funding          

partners, for its part of the funding 
● How will the applicants fund the further development and operations related to this             

solution of services after this project stage? 
● The budget and financial resources seem to be enough for achieving the targeted             

results 
● The financial plan of the subproject is well defined 

 
Linkages to regional and national focus areas  

● The solutions in clearly linked to national and regional S&T and innovation            
strategies 

● The solution is clearly linked to national product strategy 
● The solution is clearly linked to regional product strategy 

 
Effect of IPP's funding  

● Is IPP money needed?  
● Does the IPP funding initiate or accelerate the development of          

subproject regionally/nationally? 
 
Cross-cutting objectives of Finland - Vietnam cooperation  

● The project promotes gender equality 
● The project reduces inequality 
● The project strengthens climate sustainability 
● The project help in the socio-economic development of Vietnam 
● Actions taken to benefit from the Finnish-Vietnamese (TEKES-MOST) Joint Call          

for global business creation 
 
5.4.1.2 Evaluation criteria for University Programs 
 
Project Team  
 

- Proven Commitment during ToT2 
- Educational background, knowledge base and expertise, synergies of the 

background (for new members besides ToT2 if applicable) 
- Mandate and independence of the team: delegation of university managements 

for undertaking the tasks.  
  
Collaboration: Who are the main alliance and partners ? How does the project team plan               
to expand the network of E&I partners during the subproject?  
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● The applicants have identified a good number of new collaborators in regional,            
national and international level for the project (i.e is there any MEMO, MOU,             
agreement) 

● Synergies of partners for E&I offerings. 
 

Market Need: Is there needs for the E&I offerings developed in the sub-project?  
● Feedback from the (potential) client about the E&I Offerings.  
● The need is important for sustaining the E&I offerings. 

 
E&I Offering: What is the “product system” or the comprehensive solution comprising            
education and related services and the approach and program that is the target of this               
sub-project? How will the sub-project build capabilities and collaboration to enable the            
E&I education/training program and contribute to E&I ecosystems in the later stages? 

● A proven record of effective development for E&I pilot education/training          
curriculum during the Training of Trainer 2 (ToT2) supported by IPP. 

● Innovativeness of the offerings, including piloting the E&I education/training         
programs.  

● The applicant have defined how they will boost education/training capabilities and           
collaboration. 

● The offerings meet the needs of clients and effectively contribute to innovation            
systems in the region. 

 
Sustainability: Is it going to be a sustainable model with measurable impact to the 
innovation system in the region?  

● What will happen after this project? Are members committed to continue with            
their financial resources later on? 

 
Action plan / project implementation plan   

● The applicants have a detailed project plan for the subproject 
● The subproject plan has measurable clear outputs 
● The financial plan of the subproject is well defined 
● The subproject plan as a whole is viable and sustainable  

 
Financial status: Do they have sufficient financial capital from their own sources, donors, 
investors or any other sources? 

● Cash Flow Plan in the next 12 months to show that financial capability is sufficient 
for implementation of the project.  

 
Project budget: Is the budget feasible and directing efforts to right things?  

● Budget is well defined 
● Each applicant has enough financial capacity, together with other funding          

partners, for its part of the funding 
● How will the applicants fund the further development and operations related to this             

solution of services after this project stage? 
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● The budget and financial resources seem to be enough for achieving the targeted             
results 

 
Linkages to regional and national focus areas  

● The solutions in clearly linked to national and regional S&T and innovation            
strategies 

 
Effect of IPP's funding  

● Is IPP money needed?  
● Does the IPP funding accelerate the piloting of E&I education/training? 

 
Cross-cutting objectives of Finland - Vietnam cooperation  

● The project promotes gender equality 
● The project reduces inequality 
● The project strengthens climate sustainability 
● The project helps in the socio-economic development of Vietnam 
● Actions taken to benefit from the Finnish-Vietnamese (TEKES-MOST) Joint Call          

for global business creation 
 
5.4.1.3 Evaluation criteria for Integrated Programs 
 
Integrated sub-projects will focus on ecosystem development with active contributions          
from E&I education and training partner(s). 
 
Project Team  

- Proven commitment during Phase 1 
- Practical experience, educational background, knowledge base and expertise, 

synergies of the background 
- Mandate and independence of the team 
- Team composition 

 
Collaboration: Who are the main alliance and partners outside of the consortium? How             
does the project team plan to expand the network of partners during the subproject?  

● The applicants have identified a good number of new collaborators in regional,            
national and international level for the project (i.e is there any MEMO, MOU,             
agreement to be signed?) 

● Synergies of partners. The main difference between integrated sub-projects and        
Ecosystem projects is the active role of university partners in contributing to            
ecosystem development. 
 

Market Need: Is there credible demand and clearly defined need in the region for the               
solution/approach developed in the sub-project?  

● The need is important for the proposed ecosystem-engaging integrated E&I         
program 

● Feedback from the client/market test about the solution of services (if any) 
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● Define/forecast market size 
 
Product System (products/services): What is the solution package of         
ecosystem-engaging integrated E&I program that is the target of this sub-project? How            
will the sub-project build regional, national and international capabilities and collaboration           
to enable E&I system? 

● Describe the services and activity the Applicant provide 
● The applicant have defined how they will boost regional, national and international            

capabilities and collaboration. 
● The solution of services meet the needs of the targets and fill the gaps of the               

E&I system in the region 
 
Benefits, revenue model and sustainability: Is it going to be a sustainable model with 
measurable impact to the innovation system in the region?  

● What will happen after this project? Are consortium members committed to           
continue with their financial resources later on? 

● Projections of revenues, costs and profitability (sustainability); only the securing of           
revenues in excess of costs will enable sustainability on the long term 

 
Competition: What other solutions of services/approaches will compete with the one           
developed in the subproject? How will it stand out from the competitors?  

● The applicants have identified direct and indirect competition. 
● The applicants have identified competitive advantages of the planned approach. 
● The applicants have defined how to differentiate from the competition. 
● Define/forecast market share 

 
Action plan / project implementation plan   

● The applicants have a detailed project plan for the subproject 
● The subproject plan has SMART outputs 
● The subproject plan clearly defines the roles & responsibilities of each member  

in implementation  
 
Financial status: Do they have sufficient financial capital from their own sources, donors, 
investors or any other sources? 

● Cash Flow Plan in the next 12 months to show that financial capability is sufficient 
for business operation and implementation of the project.  

 
Project budget: Is the budget feasible and directing efforts to right things?  

● Each applicant has enough financial capacity, together with other funding          
partners, for its part of the funding 

● How will the applicants fund the further development and operations related to this             
solution of services after this project stage? 

● The budget and financial resources seem to be enough for achieving the targeted             
results 

● The financial plan of the subproject is well defined 
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Linkages to regional and national focus areas  

● The solutions in clearly linked to national and regional S&T and innovation            
strategies 

● The solution is clearly linked to national product strategy 
● The solution is clearly linked to regional product strategy 

 
Effect of IPP's funding  

● Is IPP money needed?  
● Does the IPP funding initiate or accelerate the development of          

subproject regionally/nationally? 
 
Cross-cutting objectives of Finland - Vietnam cooperation  

● The project promotes gender equality 
● The project reduces inequality 
● The project strengthens climate sustainability 
● The project help in the socio-economic development of Vietnam 
● Actions taken to benefit from the Finnish-Vietnamese (TEKES-MOST) Joint Call          

for global business creation 

5.4.2. Financial and legal check 
The financial experts of the evaluation teams will assess the details of the key issues               
related to legal and financial aspect of the projects and project owners. The assessment              
is done based on proven evidence that is documented and verified by eligible authorities.              
The following is a preliminary list of items to be checked. Notice that some of the items                 
apply only to some of the applicants and some applicants will be required to submit               
additional documents. 
 

1. financial statement reports of the organization 
2. bank statements of the last 6 months 
3. cash liquidation status with proven documentation 
4. IPR: IPR licenses, copyright certificates or equivalent documents 
5. MoUs or contracts with shareholders, investors and partners 
6. contracts with clients in the last 6 months 
7. employment contracts 
8. certificates by regulatory authorities in agriculture, health, food, etc.  

 

6. Quarterly checkpoints 
 
After each 3 months after the project contract is signed, PMU and IPP Management will               
conduct a review of the subproject performance. On average, each Applicant will have             
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four quarterly checkpoints during each project year. IPP Management will nominate PMU            
representatives to conduct review in these quarterly checkpoints.  
 
PMU will review the performance of each subproject in the following areas:  

1. business plan,  
2. business development, 
3. product/service development, 
4. revenue model, 
5. accessing the target markets, 
6. client acquisition, 
7. sale and revenue growth, and 
8. financial information and history. 

 
More details about the content of the review is provided below. 
 
PMU will check the relevant proven evidence provided by the project owner. The review              
steps are: 
 

1. Send to the project owner a list of documentation needed for review,  
2. Review all relevant documents provided by the project owner  
3. Review the quarterly progress reports.  
4. Have an In-depth discussion with the project owner,  
5. Request the project owner to provide any additional information potentially needed           

for the review 
 
List of documents to be provided by the project owner include, but are not limited to, the                 
following items (where applicable):  

1) Marketing test report 
2) Client report 
3) Sale report 
4) Product/service development report 
5) List of investors and potential investors with proven documents such as           

MoU or agreement 
6) List of clients 
7) List of business partners 
8) Copy of all relevant contracts signed in the last 6 months 
9) Copy of bank statements of the last 6 months 

 
The IPP PMU will make a recommendation report to the Management of IPP the review 
results. The Management of IPP will make proposal for SC if sub-project contract should 
be terminated or revised. If Management decides to propose termination, it proposes this 
to the IPP SC for their decision. 
 
The review of the performance and status of the new innovative growth company             
sub-project focuses to the following details in addition to list of items described earlier. 
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i) Market Need: Is there a proven important need in the region for the solution/approach               
developed in the sub-project?  

● Is the need important for the new innovative growth companies? Can the solution             
have positive impact to this type of companies? 

 
ii) Solution and Sustainability 

● Does the solution meet the needs of the new innovative startup companies? 
● Does the solution fill gaps of the innovation system? 
● Number of events, workshops organised in the last 12 months: Has the number of              

participants of the events increased? 
● Has the number of clients using the services increased? 
● Has the number of startup companies who have been served received additional            

funding from any sources? 
● Has the number of business matching increased? 
● Has the number of jobs created by the helped companies increased in the last 6               

month? 
 
iii) Customer acquisition 

● Number of customers has increased (with proven evidence) 
● Revenue has increased (with proven evidence) 

 
iv) Collaboration: Who are the main alliances and partners? How does the project team              
plan to expand the network of stakeholders during the project?  

● Does the applicant have new agreements with promising partners? 
 
v) Project Implementation Plan  

● Did the team achieve the targeted outputs in the last 6 months? 
 
vi) Future plans: What are the next steps if this phase succeeds?  

● Are the consortium members committed to continue? 
● Are the consortium members willing to expand the innovation initiative and to find             

more partners? 

7. Appendixes to the IPP Final Grant Support Scheme 
The evaluation forms and other evaluation related working document templates will be 
created by PMU and decided by IPP Management before the grant call opens. The 
following documents will required as appendixes for the three different type proposals.  
 
Appendixes for Ecosystem Program Proposals 

1. Request for IPP Final Grant Support Scheme Ecosystem Program Proposals 
2. Lead of Consortium - Joint Proposal Form for Ecosystem Program Project 
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3. Lead of Consortium - Instructions for Preparing an Ecosystem Program Project for 
IPP Final Grant Support Scheme 

4. Consortium Member - Proposal Form for Ecosystem Program Project for IPP Final 
Grant Support Scheme 

5. Consortium Member - Instructions for Preparing an Ecosystem Program Project 
for IPP Final Grant Support Scheme 

 
Appendixes for University Program Proposals 

1. Request for IPP Final Grant Support Scheme University Program Proposals 
2. Lead of Consortium - Joint Proposal Form for University Program Project (no 

requirement to have more than one applicant) 
3. Lead of Consortium - Instructions for Preparing an University Program Project for 

IPP Final Grant Support Scheme (no requirement to have more than one 
applicant) 

4. Consortium Member - Proposal Form for University Program Project for IPP Final 
Grant Support Scheme (no requirement to have more than one applicant) 

5. Consortium Member - Instructions for Preparing an University Program Project for 
IPP Final Grant Support Scheme (no requirement to have more than one 
applicant) 

 
Appendixes for Integrated Program Proposals 

1. Request for IPP Final Grant Support Scheme Integrated Program Proposals 
2. Lead of Consortium - Joint Proposal Form for Integrated Program Project 
3. Lead of Consortium - Instructions for Preparing an Integrated Program Project for 

IPP Final Grant Support Scheme 
4. Consortium Member - Proposal Form for Integrated Program Project for IPP Final 

Grant Support Scheme 
5. Consortium Member - Instructions for Preparing an Integrated Program Project for 

IPP Final Grant Support Scheme 
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